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UNIQUENESS OF r, IN THE GROSS-KOBLITZ FORMULA

FOR GAUSS SUMS

BY

ALAN ADOLPHSON1

Abstract. It is determined what continuous functions besides the p-adic gamma

function make the Gross-Koblitz formula valid.

Introduction. Let p be an odd prime, Qp the /?-adic numbers, and Q^ its algebraic

closure. For q = pf, 0 <j < q — 1, define a Gauss sum

(1) g(j,q) = -    1    x-JSjTX>
x"-l = \

where the sum is over the (q — l)st roots of unity in Qp, f is a primitivepth root of

unity in Qp, and

Ttx = x + xp + xpl + ■ ■ ■ + xpf~\

Let m denote that (p — l)st root of -p satisfying f' — 1 = m (mod it2). Let Tp(x) be

Morita's p-adic T-function [4]. It is the unique continuous Z^-valued function on Zp

whose value at a positive integer n is

r» = (-d" n t.

The Gross-Koblitz formula [3, Theorem 1.7] states

(2) aAUjftyll^l
k „  p\ \ q~ 1

where (x) = x — [x] is the fractional part of the real number x and k is the sum of

the digits in the />-adic expansion of j: j = c0 + cxp + ■ ■ ■ +c^_xp^x, k = c0 + c,

+ ...+c/_I.

Recently, R. Greenberg asked us whether this formula determines Tp uniquely;

i.e., is there another continuous, /?-adic valued function F(x) on Zp such that (2)

remains true when Tp is replaced by £? The answer is that there are many

continuous functions £ with this property, however, they are all obtained from Tp by

a simple procedure. This result (Theorem 2) is similar in form to a theorem of Katz

[2, Theorem 5], but we do not know if they are related. The proofs are quite

different.
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Greenberg also points out that it would be interesting to determine what quanti-

ties can appear on the left-hand side of a formula such as (2): Given for each q = p1

and each y°, 0 <y < q — 1, a />-adic number h(j, q), when does there exist a

continuous p-adic valued function £ on Zp such that for ally and q,

We do not discuss this question here.

I would like to thank N. Koblitz for constructing nontrivial functions £ satisfying

(8) below. Studying these examples led me to a proof in the general case. Some

motivation is given in the remark following the proof of Theorem 2. The two

concluding remarks are due to the referee.

Main result. We begin with a slight reformulation of (2). The m&p j/(q — 1) h>

( PJ/(q ~ ')> does not extend to a/>adic continuous function, so we replace it by its

inverse, which is continuous. For x G Z , write

(3) x = 2 x,p-,
i = 0

where each x¡ is a rational integer, 0 < xt■ < p — 1. Define <p: Zp -> Zp by

00

<p(x) = 2 x,p'~l.
i=\

Note that

(4) x=y(modp")   implies   y(x) =<p(y) (mod p"~x),

so tp is continuous. (Thus <p is the continuous extension to Zp of the function

on nonnegative integers n\->[n/p]: See [1,§8].) Put a—j/(q— 1). Then a =

-cp(-(pa)), so -y(f)(-a) = a and the set {(p'a)}f=0x is identical to the set

{-qt'X-a)}f=Q. This latter set is the orbit of a under the map a (->• -<p(-a). Thus (2)

may be expressed

(5) i^=n1r,(-V')M).
"" i=0

The nonuniqueness of Tp is now clear. In (5), one may replace Tp(x) by

r' (x)G(x)/G(-<p(-x)), where G is any continuous, nonvanishing function on Zp,

since

n'c(HP«(HI))/G(#"(-a)) = i.
f=0

The point is that any substitute for r^ must be of this form.

Theorem 1. Let F: Zp -» Qp be a continuous, nonvanishing function satisfying, for

all positive integers n:

n-l

(6) If<P(n)(-x) = -x, then  \[ £(^p(,)(-x)) = 1.
1 = 0
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Then there exists a continuous, nonvanishing function G: Zp -» Q^ such that

(7) F(x) = G(x)MM-x))

for all x E Zp.

Changing the variable to eliminate the minus signs, Theorem 1 is equivalent to

Theorem 2. Let F: Zp -> Qp be a continuous, nonvanishing function satisfying, for

all positive integers n:

n-\

(8) If<f>("\x) = x, then  T[ F(<p(,)(x)) = 1.
/=o

Then there exists a continuous, nonvanishing function G: Z   -» Q  such that

(9) F(x) = G(x)/G(<p(x))

for all x£Z;.

Remark. We conjecture, but cannot prove, that any continuous function £:

Zp -» Q^, which satisfies (8) is nonvanishing. However, if there were such a function

£ with, say, F(x0) = 0, then it could not be written in the form (9). For every

positive integer k, there exists in every residue class mod pk an element v such that

tp(k)(y) = x0. (9) would imply that G(y) — 0, hence by continuity G would be

identically zero, an impossibility.

If one assumes £: Zp -» Z , then (8) implies that £ takes on only unit values, since

the fixed points of iterates of <p are dense in Z . In particular, £ is nonvanishing in

this case.

Proof of Theorem 2. Write x E Zp as in (3). Fix a rational integer b, 0 < b < p

— 1. For each positive integer n, define locally constant (hence continuous) func-

tions of x:

(10) a„(x) =

(H) ßn(x) =

1

\-p

1

2n-l

„2n-2
b + bp +

+ bpn-2
«-1

/=0

B-2

1 = 0

+¿>/»""2 +/J"

Note that

(12) ^"-'W*)) = «„(*),      «P(2"-2)(yS„Oix))) = Ä(V(*)).

Hence by (8),

YF(^(an(x))) = 1,        YF{<p"(ßn(<P(x)))) = 1.
;=0 (=0

Equating these two products and solving for F(<p("~X)(an(x))),

n2^F(^(ßMx))))
(13) £(m<"-')(an(x)))

nr^^i«^*))^,^;2^^^«^*)))
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If we multiply and divide the right-hand side of (13) by U?=02F((p(i)(ß„(x))), it

becomes

(14) F(^-xXan(x)))=An(x)-Bn(xyGn(x)/Gn(<p(x)),

where

w x _ n&'ffr'WO))      ,, >   n^.^0(A(9(*))))
nW   nr-£(mO)(an(x))) '     -w-   n2-2£(^(«„(x)))   '

<?»(*) = ew°(aoo))
( = 0

The idea now is to compute lim,,^^ of each term in (14).

Lemma 1. limnJ00£(?<"-■>(<*,,(*))) = F(x).

Proof. £ is continuous and a calculation shows (p("_,)(a„(x)) = x (modp").

Q.E.D.
Since £ is continuous and nonvanishing on the compact set Z , there exist integers

5, e such that

(15) 0<ord£(jc)<e

for all x6Zp. Furthermore, the compactness of Zp implies that £ is uniformly

continuous. For every positive integer k there exists a positive integer Nk such that

(16) x = y (mod p^)   implies   F(x) = F(y) (mod pk+e).

Lemma 2. \imn^xAn(x) = 1.

Proof. Note that an(x) = ß„(x) (mod p2"~2). So by (4),

fp°Kan(x))=tp^(ßn(x))    (modp")

for /' = 0,1,... ,n — 2. Thus for n > Nk,

F(<p"(an(x))) = F(<p"(ßn(x)))    (mod pk+<),

which implies, since ord F(x) < e for all x G Z^,

F(9<')()8B(x)))/£(«p<').(an(x))) ■= i    (mod/).

Hence for « > Nk, one has /l„(x) = 1 (mod pk).   Q.E.D.

Lemma 3. limn^o0B„(x) — 1.

Proof. Note that

^"-'UM*))) s <p<">(«„(x))    (mod />2""2).

So by (4),

<p<»-x+>Xß„(<p(x))) = ep<"+"(«n(x))    (modp")

for j: = 0,1,... ,n — 2. The argument now proceeds as in Lemma 2.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 4. There exist integers Mx and M2 such that for all positive integers n and all

Mx *£ordG„(x)<M2.

*ez„,
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Proof. By (8), £(6/(1 — p)) = 1. By continuity of £, there exists a positive

integer N' such that ord(y — b/(\ - p))> N' implies £( v) = 1 (mod p). For such

y, one has ord F(y) = 0. Now ß„(x) = (b/(\ - p)) (mod p"~x); hence by (4),

^\ß„(x))=(b/(l-p))(modpN)

for i<n-N'-\. Therefore, for i < n - N' - 1, ord F(<p(n(ßn(x))) = 0, and by

the definition of G„(x),

ordG,,(x) = ord "n F(^(ßn(x)))
i = n-N'

Thus by (15),

~(N' - l)e<ordG„(x)< -(N' - 1)8.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 5. The sequence {G„}^=, is uniformly Cauchy on Zp.

Proof. By the ultrametric property of the p-adic norm, it suffices to show that the

sequence {G„ - Gn+X}™=x converges uniformly on Zp to the zero function. But

Gn ~ G,,+ \ = G„+\(Gn/Gi,+ \ ~ O

(where the second factor on the right-hand side is well defined because Lemma 4

implies G„+1 is nonvanishing on Zp for all n), and by Lemma 4, {Gn+X}nc=:] is

uniformly bounded on Z . So it suffices to show that given k > 0 there exists a

positive integer N such that n > N implies that for all x G Z ,

(17) G„(x)/G„+1(x)-l=0    (mod/).

By definition of G„,

G„(x)

Gn+\(x)

- 1 = f(A,+ i(*))
n,"=-o2£(<P('+,)(A,+1(^)))

nr-oM^ÍAí*)))
By (8), F(b/(\- p))=\, and by definition of ß„+l(x),

ßn+M=(b/(l-p))    (modp").

Hence by continuity of £, for sufficiently large n,

F(ß„+l(x)) = \    (mod/).

Note that

f(ßn+M) = ßH(x)    (modp2-2),

so by (4),

<P0+U(ßn+i(x))^^(ßn(x))    (modp")

for i = 0,1.« - 2. Thus for n> Nk (see (16))

F(<P°+i)(ßa+Ax)))=F{<P«Kßn(x)))    (modpk+<)

for ¡; = 0,1,... ,n — 2 and all x G Zp. This implies

F(<P(,+,)(A+.(^)))/f(<P(0()8n(x))) s 1    (mod/),

from which (17) follows.   Q.E.D.

- 1.
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Conclusion of proof of Theorem 2. Lemma 5 implies that {G„}*=, converges

uniformly on Zp to a function G, hence G is continuous. By Lemma 4, {G„}^=l is

uniformly bounded away from zero, hence G is nonvanishing. Therefore

lim G„(x)/G„(<p(x)) = G(x)/G(cp(x)).
n — oc

The theorem now follows from (14) and Lemmas 1-3.    Q.E.D.

Remark 1. In the examples of Koblitz, the functions £ satisfying (8) were locally

constant, say £(x) = £(y) whenever x =y (mod pN). In this case (13) simplifies

when we take n — N:

£(<p<»-<>K(x))) = £(x),

F(<p"(ßN(<p(x)))) = £(r/+1)KU)))    iori = N-\,N,...,2N-3,

£(<r/'>(«„(x))) = F(<p"(ßN(x)))        for i: = 0,1,... ,N - 2,

and ( 13) becomes

_ y F(<p<»(ß„(<p(x)))) _
F(x)-   [[ ,  U)( ,     -GN(x)/GN(y(x)),

,=o     F(<p{){ßN(x)))

which proves Theorem 2 in this special case. In the general case (13) does not

simplify and, in addition, it is necessary to introduce U"=()2F(tpU)(ßn(x))) to create a

factor of the form G„(x)/G„(<p(x)) on the right-hand side.

Remark 2. Functions £ having the property that (2) remains valid when Tp is

replaced by £ arise naturally. In [5, §4], Dwork constructs "splitting" functions 6S,

where í can be either a positive integer or + oo, each of which can be used to define

a /7-adic analytic function which lifts the additive character to characteristic 0.

Boyarsky [1] used the simplest one, namely, 9x(x) = exp tr(x — xp), which leads to

T However, one can replace 0, by any 6S and repeat Boyarsky's arguments; this

leads to a formula for Gauss sums with Tp replaced by some other locally analytic

function £Jf i.e., (2) is valid with Tp replaced by Fs.

Remark 3. Let K be a discretely valued field with ring of integers 0, uniformizer

it, and a finite residue field K. Let V denote the direct sum of n copies of 0, V the

direct sum of n copies of K, and v t-» v the natural map of V onto V. Fix a set S of

representatives in V of the elements of V, and let rep: V -> S be the map rep(t/) =

the representative of u in 5 (u E V). Then the map <p: V -» V, defined by <p(t>) =

(ü — rep(ü))/77, is a continuous map of Kinto itself. The proof of Theorem 2 can be

generalized in a straightforward manner to show

Theorem 3. Let F: V -> Qp be a continuous, nonvanishing function satisfying, for all

positive integers n:

«-i

(18) If<P(n)(v) = v, then   \J £(<p(,)(u)) = 1.
(=0

Then there exists a continuous, nonvanishing function G: F-> Q such that F(v) —

G(v)/G(<p(v))forallv E V.
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